Fiction

Journey to the River Sea – Eva Ibbotson [ADVENTURE EN IBB]
Goodnight Mister Tom – Michelle Magorian [HISTORICAL EN MAG]
A Boy and a Bear in a Boat – David Shelton
Finn Family Moomintroll – Tove Jansson
Four Tales – Philip Pullman [JUNIOR LIBRARY]
Vicky Angel – Jacqueline Wilson [REALISTIC EN WIL]
There’s a Boy in the Girl’s Bathroom – Louis Sachar [ADVENTURE EN SAC]
The Now, Then and After trilogy – Morris Gleitzman [HISTORICAL EN GLE]
The Midnight Fox – Betsy Byars
Maggot Moon – Sally Gardner [REALISTIC EN GAR]
The Fastest Boy in the World – Elizabeth Laird [REALISTIC EN LAI]
The Breadwinner – Deborah Ellis [REALISTIC EN ELL]
Skellig – David Almond [ADVENTURE EN ALM]
The rest of us just live here – Patrick Ness [REALISTIC EN NES]
The Boy at the Top of the Mountain – John Boyne [HISTORICAL EN BOY]
Treasure Island – R.L Stevenson [CLASSIC EN STE]
Little Women – Louisa May Alcott [CLASSIC EN ALC]
Frankenstein (the play) – Philip Pullman
The Lion, The Witch and The Wardrobe – C.S Lewis [CLASSIC EN LEW]

Nonfiction:

The Diary of Anne Frank – Anne Frank [EN 940.5318 FRA]
Worst of Friends: Thomas Jefferson, John Adams, and the True Story of an American Feud
The Boy Who Harnessed the Wind – William Kamkwamba [EN 621.453 KAM]
Bomb: The Race to Build — and Steal — the World’s Most Dangerous Weapon [EN 623.4 SHE]
Smile – Raina Telgemeier [COMIC EN TEL]